GO AHEAD
DIVE RIGHT IN

It’s been nothing short of an exciting, challenging, game-changing year for Elevate
Experiences. Because of your incredible support, we’ve seen ideas activated and impact
made around the world. Here are the highlights you’ve helped bring to life. We look forward
to an outstanding 2018 with our new, organization-wide theme: TAKE GROUND.
Keep scrolling for an interesting, entertaining & outrageous glimpse at 2017...
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LIVE AND LEAD
AT A HIGHER LEVEL
Everything we do is centered around our vision. We are crazy enough to believe there is opportunity with every partner's
idea to activate it to the fullest potential. We help individuals and organizations take leadership initiatives, customer or
client events, unique experiences, culture, and opportunities to the next level. Throughout this 2017 recap, you’ll get a
deeper look into what we offer and our passion to help others live and lead at a higher level.
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KEEP IT FRESH

TEAM DEVELOPMENT
Keep it Fresh is a way to invest in our team by inviting
remarkable leaders to share insights into business, creativity,
strategy, and leadership. In 2017 we had the honor of hearing
from organizations like So Worth Loving, PullSpark, ADDO,
Passion City’s The Grove, Growing Leaders & Remarkable!
We couldn’t be more grateful for our 2017 Keep it Fresh
speakers and their investment in our team.
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KOLBE ASSESSMENTS

CERTIFIED CONSULTANTS
As of 2017, the Elevate team consists of certified Kolbe
Consultants who help people and teams discover their
wiring and bring their best to the workplace. We’re
proud to have led individual assessments and group
workshops this past year. We look forward to additional
partnerships with individuals and teams to develop
stronger work culture and performance.
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VIRTUAL REALITY

CHANGING THE GAME THROUGH TECHNOLOGY
Virtual Reality is an innovative platform that will infiltrate
every business, team culture & event experience in the
next 2-5 years. How have we leveraged VR in 2017?
• Monthly training workshops
• Team building experiences
• Conferences & events

VIRTUAL REALITY

MONTHLY TRAINING WORKSHOPS

TEAM BUILDING EXPERIENCES

CONFERENCES & EVENTS

We used VR to emphasize timeless
leadership lessons and help teams
understand their vision at a completely
different level.

Several groups hired us to bring their
teams together using VR. These teams
experienced a new way to
communicate, have fun, and stay
on the cutting edge.

VR was used during main and breakout
sessions this year. We utilized the
unique emotions this platform brings to
illustrate the custom message
organizations were trying to share.
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ELEVATE GEAR

STYLE WITH A STORY
Elevate Gear is a new way to spark conversation
and look stylish while you do it. Each item in our
Elevate Store is inspired by remarkable people and
organizations. To learn more, go check it out:
store.elevateliveevents.com
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MONTH OF HUSTLE

It’s just what it sounds like! Over the summer, our
entire team participated in the Month of Hustle, where
we were encouraged to think creatively, brainstorm
new ideas, and execute large projects. Together,
each department set high goals with tough deadlines,
and hustled to bring ideas to life.
What a busy, exciting month!
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YEAR OF SYSTEMS

We tested webinars, organized audio/visual equipment,
built a pre & post event system, and basically gave an
overhaul to all that we do. We deemed 2017 as the Year
of Systems and are so excited how those systems
allowed us to service our clients at a higher level. We
saw much growth in the areas of team communication,
event logistics, marketing strategies, business proposals,
operations, and more.
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INTERN EXCHANGE
PROGRAM
We believe in the next generation, recognizing young leaders
as the future of business and leadership.
Cue The Intern Exchange Program
As an innovative approach to developing young leaders, we
partner with legacy-minded organizations to provide growth
opportunities for career-ready interns. We partnered with
Passion City Church, WinShape, and The Big Fake Wedding
this year to give our interns an incredible experience.
Ask us about this one because it is off the hook!
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30 IN 30

30 WAYS TO LIVE & LEAD AT A HIGHER LEVEL
The 30 in 30 Challenge was designed to inspire personal
growth and provide practical steps in caring for others. We
sent our audience a simple task each day for 30 days.
These mini-challenges met one of two goals:
• Personal development
• Community focus

2017 FUN FACTS

365
EVENTS IN 2017

We had the privilege of partnering alongside worldclass clients to host and produce a variety of event
experiences. A few examples include:
• Delta Block Parties
• Chick-fil-A Grand Openings
• All Pro Dad Father & Kid Experiences
• Emerge at Auburn
• Atlanta Braves’ Home at the Battery Event
• WinShape’s ONE Conference
• Morehouse Power Camp

421
CONFETTI
CANNONS

WE SHOWERED EACH GUEST WITH CELEBRATION
That’s a lot of confetti! We’ve hosted 421 office tours in 2017
and had so much fun learning stories and sharing what we do.
If you haven’t been to the Elevate office, we’d love to see you in
2018. A tour is waiting for you… so bring it!

1673
CARDS

HANDWRITTEN & SENT
We love the written word. We love our community. It’s a perfect match.

We love sending traditional, handwritten mail because of the experience
and care it creates. If you haven't received a card or gift from us in 2017,
it’s most likely because we don’t have your updated address. Shoot us a
message with this info and keep an eye out for a little Elevate love!

49
EMAIL
CAMPAIGNS

SENT THROUGH THE MIC
The Mic is our email platform for sharing leadership tips,
event best practices, and team highlights. If you’re not yet
subscribed, we’d love to have you!
elevateliveevents.com/themic

2017 Team Highlights
21 TEAM MEMBERS
We’ve doubled since this time last year!

1 WEDDING + 1 ENGAGEMENT
We’re all about that L-O-V-E.

4 NEW BABIES
Can you say cuteness overload?
Welcome to the world, Baby Spaulding,
Baby Specie, Baby Cho & Baby Tippens!
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2017
EVENT
TRAVEL

323,910
sky miles traveled

Sydney, Australia
farthest city traveled

2017
EVENT
TRAVEL

43 states
visited for 2017 events

75 event hosts
traveling for weekly, out-of-town events. We’re
thankful for our team, from field to full-time!

CULTURE MATTERS
A FEW FAVORITES

TEAM
RETREAT

BREAKOUT
EXPERIENCE

BOOK
DISCUSSIONS

Huge thanks to WinShape for

Our friends at Breakout are THE.

Monthly book discussions are an

hosting our team’s first-ever retreat!

BEST. If you haven’t experienced

all-around team favorite. The most

What a weekend of reflection,

the Breakout Games, we highly

recent book we read together is

celebration, and looking ahead.

recommend giving it a go!

Lee Cockerell’s Creating Magic.

COLUMBIA
+
STAR WARS

Many events top the list of 2017 favorites, but we have to say, this Star
Wars and Columbia event activation is one for the books! In December,
Columbia released their signature Star Wars jackets and guests lined the
streets of New York, Seattle, Portland & Chicago. Given our love for both
these brands, it was an absolute highlight to host this unique experience.
Huge thanks to See Spark Go for bringing us into this brand-building story!

ALL

PR

OD

AD

CURRICULUM CREATION
This was hands-down, one of our most collaborative efforts in
2017. We had the privilege of developing content for All Pro
Dad’s school chapters across the nation, including curriculum
creation, script writing, and video production. All Pro Dad is one
of our favorite organizations to partner alongside, and we’re
beyond thankful to have played a role in this particular project.

PLYWOOD BLACK BOX
What an honor to participate in a 2017 Plywood Black

This fall, Plywood People explored the topic of “WOW” during their

Box Session! Plywood People is a non-profit in Atlanta

third Black Box Session of the year at their very own Plywood Place

that leads a community of start-ups doing good. They

in Cabbagetown, Atlanta. They invited Billy Boughey, Elevate’s

“provide social entrepreneurs, creatives, and non-profit

Founder and President, to speak at this particular session. Surprise

leaders with content, curriculum, and community as

confetti cannons shot on each side and all over the room as Billy

they launch and sustain.” One way they do that is

took the stage. Through his talk, he emphasized the importance of

through Black Box Sessions: unplugged, intimate

character off the mic versus solely on the mic. It was an incredible

gatherings to learn from experts on a specific subject.

night hosted by one of our favorite organizations in Atlanta!

IN THE NEWS:
BIZBASH
“Technology—especially the use of virtual
reality at events. It's become a buzzword, is
just getting started, and is still kind of novel.
Augmented reality is becoming more and
more popular as well.” - Sean Specie
This quote by our very own Sean Specie, Director of
Growth, was featured in a recent BizBash article:
2018 Preview: What Will Have the Biggest Effect
on Events Next Year?

Best of 2017:
favorite VR experiences to
share with our guests
• AudioShield
• Keep Talking & Nobody Explodes
• theBlu Underwater Experience
• Richie’s Plank Experience
Curious to explore these experiences?
Join our next VR workshop!

Best of 2017:
our favorite games to play
as a team

• Quiplash (see it here!)
• Song Scramble
• Spike Ball

Best of 2017:
our favorite music to play
when hosting events
• September by Earth, Wind & Fire
• P.Y.T by Michael Jackson
• Believer by Imagine Dragons
• Can’t Stop the Feeling by Justin Timberlake
• Candyman by Zedd & Aloe Blacc

WHAT’S AHEAD
IN 2018?

ELEVATE PODCAST
The Higher Level Podcast
is coming soon!

ONLINE COURSE
Learn event hosting and emceeing
best practices.

ELEVATE LEADERSHIP
EXPERIENCES
We want to help more organizations
develop leaders

INNOVATIVE EVENTS
With over 400 experiences planned in 2018,
we look forward to serving our current
partners & 15+ new clients

2018 THEME

Thank you for being a part of our story in 2017.
We look forward to another great year together.
See you in 2018!

